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Introduction

• Property subject to 16 and 24 inch natural gas lines.

• Trees planted in 1968.  Shed built in 1989, 15 feet from pipeline.

• Bought property in 2000.  No indication of claimed right-of-way.

• 2004 told going to cut trees and that claimed right-of-way was
25 feet from centerline of both pipes (80-90 feet)

• No governmental authority with jurisdiction over disputes

• 4 years later and still in legal system













General Homeowner Scenario

• Right-of-Way typically encounter from 1940 s to 1950 s.  Some as old as early
1900 s.

• Property undeveloped at time of initial grant.

• Original property platted in 1950 s to 1960 s.

• Some companies would release/narrow undefined right-of-way to allow
development.  Still would not see prohibition against trees or sheds.

• Property generally has no indication of cleared, defined right-of-way when
purchased



Why Homeowners Need Local and
Federal Assistance

• Too costly for homeowners to challenge

• Interfering with sale of property.

• No negotiating with typical landowner, yet wealthy
or large corporations able to tweak agreement.

• Unequal bargaining power







Local and Federal Assistance Cont d

• Nothing stopping utilities from taking more land in the
future or establishing more restrictive guidelines.

• Expanding right-of-ways no different than result in Kelo.

• Now being subject to more and more restrictions on use of
land.

• Given false reasons for removing encroachments

• Companies own policies not carried out equally.





Typical Right-of-Way Agreement

• The right to lay a pipe line over and through the premises
hereinafter described, and to maintain, operate, repair, replace
and remove the same.

• The grantor may fully use and enjoy said premises except for
the purpose hereinafter granted to the company.

• Company, its successors or assigns, may at any time lay,
maintain, operate, repair, replace and remove other lines of pipe
at any points on said premises.

• Pay damages for crops and fences; others say any damages





Disputes over Right-of Way
Agreements

• Vaguely drafted by utility company.

• An easement is an interest in the land of another that entitles the owner
of the easement to a limited use of the land in which the interest exists.

• Nothing limited with veiled threat of having rights to essentially take your
home.

• Guidelines for Use are an exception to the full use and enjoyment of
your own property.

• Can essentially change contract with no consequence whatsoever.



Disputes Written Cont d

• One sided agreement; would be considered
unconscionable by today s standards.

• Company argues should be interpreted in accordance with
industry standard.  Industry property owners have no voice
in.

• Should be held against drafter of contract.

• Generally undefined in width.  Where is specific footage,
trees and other objects infrequently listed as prohibited
items.



False Reasons For Clearing

• Homeland Security

• Mandated Federal Regulations

“World events have changed the landscape of natural gas
pipeline regulations and practices.”  “Activities that may not
have been done in the past are now required in order for us
to maintain our pipelines to ensure public safety and
reliability to our customers.”

• Tree Roots and Trees damage pipeline.  Exploding Sheds.







False Reasons Cont d

• Long delay to remove encroachments cause
unnecessary hardship on gas customers

• Need to get emergency equipment to line rapidly if
rupture.

• Saying tragedies like Bellingham and Carlsbad is
what is fueling need to clear right-of-ways.  Do not
mention accidents caused by utility s own failure to
maintain control of it s pipeline.



Corporate Profits vs. Safety

• Is sterile right-of-way safest or just profit driven?

• Fly-over once every 2 months leaves unpatrolled for 359
days.

• Segments of lines only inspecting every 7-10 years

• If really concerned about safety, then run more in-line
inspections or surveys.

• Have co-existed peacefully for decades, no real safety
issue that would change years of cooperation and
understanding.



One size does not fit all

• 50 feet (25 feet from centerline) is minimum needed
to operate pipeline

• No difference between 16 inch transmission line vs. 3
inch storage line between gas wells

• No difference between city and suburban

• No difference if middle of forest or outside of
company s own pumping station.





One Size Cont d

• Have lives been at risk for last 40 years?

• In some areas have expressed agreements that pipelines operated with
less than 25 feet from centerline.  In Mohican forest in Ohio agreements
range from 10-30 feet.  In other states, claim 15 feet from centerline

• “[I]t would be imprudent for us to attempt to safely operate and maintain
these 2 pipelines with anything less than 90 feet.”  “These guidelines are
put in place to protect you and your neighbors.”

• Are people living next to lines specifically allowing for a lessor footage or
those visiting state forests in jeopardy since lines not maintained at the
necessary width of 50 feet?



Provisions of Proposed Legislation:
Ohio Senate Bill 166

• Introduced by State Senator David Goodman of New
Albany.

• Shall not remove, or cause to be removed, trees and other
structures that are not required to be cleared in order to
comply with minimum safety standards and practices by
federal law which have not been cleared for at least 21
years, unless;

• (1) get approval from property owner

• (2) Reimbursement to property owner for all losses
incurred due to the removal of trees or structures.



Actions to Consider
• Holding community meetings with those living along pipelines.

• Increasing penalty provisions in “Call Before Digging” laws.

• Increased inspection frequencies to detect problems with pipeline.

• Require all pipelines to be odorized, especially those near schools or HCA s

• Reduce operating pressure through sensitive areas.

• Establishing win-win scenarios
-  Allowing some uses of the right-of-way which do not impact integrity of
pipeline.
-  Compatible land uses in which utilities cannot prohibit all uses.









Thank You

• Contact Information:
Don Andrews
197 Louise Drive
Granville, OH 43023
(614)507-2658
djandrews13@adelphia.net


